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Editor’s note
18

To Aparna, we put forth a tricky request - would she be comfortable being
interviewed by young Bookosmians - most of them under the age of 12?
That too on a new audio platform like Bakstage? Well, she obliged and how!
Like she does with her readers, Aparna puts her listeners to ease with her
calm presence and sense of humour. Plus, her generosity with sharing her
life’s stories and valuable tips on writing she has gleaned over the years.
It was a pleasure having her over on Bookosmia’s podcast and the collection
here by kids shows how much it meant for them to be able to interact with
her. We all went back determined to adopt, not shop for a pet. Thank you
Aparna!
A big thank you to the lovely folks at Westland Red Panda for their support in
facilitating the event and to our young readers and budding book critics as
well through whose eyes we are learning to look at the world in a new way
again. We hope you will enjoy this book!

About the author
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Aparna Karthikeyan is an author, writer and independent
journalist. She writes for The Hindu, People's Archive of
Rural India, The Wire, Scroll, Caravan and other media
outlets.
Aparna was awarded the 2015 National Media Award by
the National Foundation for India for her work on
"Vanishing livelihoods of rural Tamil Nadu".
In 2018, she authored a children's book each for Pratham
Books and Karadi Tales. ‘Nine Rupees an Hour:
Disappearing Livelihoods of Tamil Nadu’ is her first nonfiction book and was published by Context in 2019.

Over to you
young readers!

“AFTER READING THIS BOOK,
I ALSO WANTED A DOG LIKE
SHINGMO”

BY Y JEYAN, 8
FROM HYDERABAD

Woof Woof Everyone! I am
dogcited today. I have also
written a short story about
dogs. But while reading this
book I realized that dogs can
be heroes in the real world
like in Chapter 15 where Krya
and her gang, Thug and the
Disreputable saved three
boys from drowning.

FUTURE
SUPERSTAR?

Also, they have emotions
and can be possessive over
something or someone like
human beings
like in
Chapter 7 where Shingmo
feels friendless and Puchu
feels possessive. Eventually ,
when I completed the book, I
wanted to have a dog like
Shingmo
because she is
optimistic about life.
My first question to the
author was “Among all your
creations which character
suits your personality?” The
author’s answer was that she
wants to be like Krya as Krya
is helpful, feisty and a true
leader trying to keep her
gang together.

But in reality, the author is
like Thin who falls in love with
everyone instantly and is a
foodie.
My next question to the
author was “If any of your
books were to be made into a
movie,
which
character
would you like to portray onscreen?” The author’s answer
to my question was that she
would like to animate the
book “Woof! Adventures by
the Sea”.
When I asked for a specific
character in the book, she
replied that she wanted to
film Shingmo which I assume
that the author also wants to
portray Shingmo on-screen.

“THE COVER PAGE REMINDED ME
OF MY DOG COCO“

BY DEEKSHA S, 11
FROM CHENNAI

The cover page for “Woof” is
adorable. It reminds me of my
dog Coco. Both the dogs on
the cover look very silly and
funny! I love how Shingmo is
drooling. Anyone who loves
pets will definitely pick this
book up. The cover design is
absolutely
fantastic
and
heartwarming.

This is a delightful story
about a group of dogs who
stumble upon a mysterious
package at the beach. The
curious dogs are shocked and
surprised to see a puppy
wriggling out of it. At first,
they all were skeptical about
what to do with the puppy.
All these stray dogs grew up
alone and met later in life so
they all decided to take care
of this puppy (Shingmo).
One lucky day, Shingmo
meets Puchu, a dog who has
a human family. This day
changes
Shingmo’s
life
forever. She becomes a more
caring, helpful and clumsy
dog who finds a loving home.

She becomes a part of the
family but she doesn’t leave
her dog family behind. She
gets to meet them everyday
at the beach. This story is
heartwarming
and
heartbreaking at the same
time.
This book shows the readers
about how much hardship the
street dogs go through and
how they still stick together
no matter what. This book
shows the ups and downs of
what these dogs go through.
After reading this book, you
will look at all the street dogs
with kind eyes.

 he most important message
T
from the book is to adopt
dogs and not to buy them
from breeders.
This book appeals to all ages.
I wish everyone from 7 to 70
reads this book and starts
being kinder to animals
around. Then this world will
become a better place.
I had an opportunity to
interview author Aparna
Karthikeyan in Bookosmia’s
podcast. Here is a gist for
you:
Deeksha: Have you ever
given up writing a book
midway?

Author Aparna: I have
come closer to giving up as it
takes a long time. It is a
lonely process. It might even
take two years to get a book
published. You are alone with
these words and you are
imagining that you are
speaking to somebody out
there, a mythical reader who
is someday going to read this
book. There are a bunch of
things that happen and you
need a lot of stamina and
motivation to continue and
complete writing. I wanted
people to read this story. I
believed that there is a space
for this story. I have come
closer but never stopped
writing midway.

“IT ROUSED DIFFERENT
EMOTIONS IN ME AS A
READER”

BY SIDDHARTH
VARADAPRASAD,
12 FROM MUMBAI

I had been given the
opportunity to ask the author
two questions and the most
popular first question to an
author is the question on what
inspired the author and that
was exactly my first question.

What is writing?

Hardwork

 he author to my delight
T
explained that the whole
story was designed around
her own dogs and about the
troubles she faced in owning
them and finally being able to
fulfil her dream of being a
dog owner in the end.
She also went on to add that
there are many dogs around
us who need care, love and
a home and that we can look
at providing them with the
same for free and she
wanted to highlight this
through her story.
My second question was
whether she faced any
hiccups while writing the
book.

Fun

She replied saying that every
author faces hiccups while
writing a book and that it’s a
hard job putting together
words and how you also think
that a certain line is funny in
your head but in the end
when you pen it down you
see that it’s not.
She said that writing is not
just good imagination but a
lot of hard work.
The book in my opinion was a
very good read, it roused
different emotions in the
reader and it was not
repetitive at all.

“I WOULD LIKE TO ADOPT A
DOG AND MAKE ITS LIFE
BETTER.”

BY AADYA
MISHRA RAO,
9 FROM
BANGALORE

I loved reading the book. I
have been asking my parents
for a pet dog for years but they
told me to wait till I am old
enough to walk it, clean after it
and take care of it a little bit. I
also understand that for many
holidays I can't travel with the
dog in a flight, so we will travel
less to such places.

 ut seeing how much they
B
love their owners and now
after reading this book, I
can't wait to have one.
Another big thing the book
and author taught me is to
'adopt, not shop'. I would like
to adopt a dog and make its
life better.
One thing I was curious
about after reading the book,
was why some dogs were
named with proper nouns like
Puchku , Krya , Baby Dane
while others had common
names like Coconut, Fat
Brother
(Baby
Diane's
brother), Orange, Big Head
and so on. How does one
pick names like that?

It was so exciting to know
from the author that these
dogs and their names are
actually real and they live on
Juhu beach. Aparna Ma'am
named a few and her friends
named some others.
To my question about how
the dogs were not exactly
the same but different in
colour, sizes and skills,
Aparna Ma'am said that dogs
are just like humans. We are
similar in some ways and
different in others. I always
thought of all dogs as one
kind before reading this book
but now understand they can
have different likes and
dislikes, behaviour etc just
like us.

“I HOPE THIS BOOK IS MADE
INTO AN ANIMATION MOVIE.”

BY AARAV
JAIN, 12 FROM
COIMBATORE

A lovely, witty and
suspenseful book that takes
us on an adventure into a
dog's world. The hard lives of
the street dogs are well
explained and the importance
of adopting them and giving
them a home is the first
thought that came to my mind
as I finished the book.

Dogs are such loyal animals
that all they need is a little
love and care and they
return it back in thousands. I
hope this book is made into
an animation movie so that
every child watches it and
would be encouraged to
adopt a street dog.

The author answered by
saying that all the characters
presented in the story were
true characters that she
found on the Juhu beach. She
had taken Shingmo home
when Shingmo was severely
ill and she became a part of
their family.

My questions to the author
were:
1. How did the character
Shingmo emerge?
2. Why was the beach the
main place in the story, do
you have any connections
with the beach, is the beach
one of your favourite places?

For the second question, the
author feels that she finds
the 5 elements of the
universe on the beach. The
beach is always a place
where she unwinds and
luckily she stayed very close
to Juhu Beach in Mumbai and
she has met all the characters
of her story personally and
that's how the book evolved.

“WOOF SPEAKS MORE
THAN WORDS”

BY ANUSHKA
PANDIT, 15 FROM
DELHI

I enjoyed interviewing Aparna
ma'am, author of the book Woof!
Adventures by the sea. Since she
is a dog lover and so am I, her
relatable facts and thoughts grab
the attention of the readers. In
addition, it adds additional
flavours of euphoria and emotions
towards these woofy creatures
whose woof speaks more than
words.

 eading this book certainly
R
takes us to an adventurous
ride. Ma’am’s thoughts and
book both equally contribute
in favour of this statement
that, ‘knowing dogs makes it
much easier to love them,
they should be loved and
they deserve nothing less.’
Having a Q&A round with
Ma’am and having a deep
insight of her journey made it
much
more
interesting.
Imbibing
thoughts
and
welcoming new ideas added
additional values.
Questions put up by me
during the Q&A were:

Was
there
one
such
specific moment or a series
of moments that led up to
you knowing that you want
to be an author?
Her answer to this question
was somewhere similar to any
other
traveller
in
this
unexpected journey.
She stated that, “I never
imagined that I would publish
a book and I am shocked to
know that I have now.”Ma’am
is a bibliophile so books have
always been her companion
since her initial stage.

 er perspective towards a
H
series of moments is wide
wherein she includes that
being convinced about a
specific story, finding the
best and coming out with the
best are the essential parts of
these moments.

Ma’am has been an animal
lover initially and has been
drowned by the beauty of
both animals and nature
which has always covered
her with a soothing blanket of
tranquility.

What brings you so close to
animals?

She stated that, “Dogs are
the easiest creatures to love
with an easy compatible
relationship”.

Agreeing upon the fact
that they are so adorable
but was it that you had this
attraction towards them at
the initial stage or after
encountering any incident?

So how did you find the book?
Do you also have a dog story to
share? We can’t wait to read it!

email to :
sara@bookosmia.com

Do you also want to
interview an author?
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